On COVID-19 outburst and smart city/urban system connection: worldwide sharing of data principles with the collaboration of IoT devices and AI to help urban healthiness supervision and monitoring
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Abstract

Every one of us knows about the rise of Coronavirus (COVID-19) from Wuhan (China) and its effects into nearby states and further motherlands, increased domestic and worldwide methods are being occupied to contain the outburst. In terms of Economic and Social point of view, it directly disturbs the metropolitan markets on a high level by engaging all the capitals and towns in a lock-down situation. It’s also highlighted if this situation increases in different countries then it can lead in a direction to world-wide health disaster and in many accommodations as well. Be that as it may, while compelling conventions concerning the sharing of good information is underscored, urban information, then again, explicitly identifying with urban well-being and safe city ideas, is still seen from a patriot point of view as exclusively profiting a country’s economy and its monetary and political impact. This article will explore the new and better universal understandings and also shows how smart city/urban systems be able to improve uniform procedures for bigger data sharing in the time of tragedies.
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1. Introduction

The Novel Corona-virus (COVID-19) is leading to shut down almost all cities in China, and triggering severe actions to be occupied in many others too. In Wuhan (China), due to this virus all the departmental stores, institutions and markets were totally closed [1]. Many other places were highlighted and are on high alert where the virus was reported although they are far from China. Taking in consideration about the spreading of virus, some protective actions were taken in Beijing, Hubei area and in Hong-Kong to make sure that the spreading of virus should be reduced and also to collect precise data on the virus [2].

In the last week of January 2020, World Health Organization has declared a “Global Public Health Emergency”. This emergency was declared due to the high rate of virus spreading but World Health Organization also made a firm decision that not to announce this as a PHEIC – “Public Health Emergency of International Concern”. Basically the purpose of PHEIC is to establish an occasion for community health risk to other countries through global spread of disease and it also needs a synchronized global response. A PHEIC scope may comprise: unexpected, severe, surprising or rare, brings effects for public health away from the affected State’s nationwide border and may involve instant global action [3]. On the topic of Corona Virus with the help of Chinese experts, a worldwide edge was taken by distributing all influenza information on a platform known as GISAID [4]. With the help of this policy, many experts from different areas were having every single piece of information and also they are able to work much efficiently than before. A Test Center that’s situated in Australia and its border and may blowouts has given a chance for an interesting case study of urban health’s conditions. All around the world there are different labs that are working on how to work collaboratively, how to share the data, how to prevent from virus and parallely Smart City Experts are also performing some efforts on how collaborative plans can be sanctioned for the maximum outputs on community if situation gets worst due to COVID-19. By using IoT devices, thermal camera and all previous negotiations there can be a better administration for these type of situations in case of upcoming possible out bursts and also to recover the stuff of health commonly [6] [7]. In situation of COVID-19, the only use of thermal cameras is not enough for the recognition of pandemics but combining these types of products with Artificial Intelligence technique can produce some accurate results or assistance. In case of COVID-19, early testing of infection is being followed at
meeting halls, railway station and at airports. Collection of this health database from different technical products can easily support to get more reliable, precise and well organized information on out-breaks and their spreading [8]. If various smart city/urban system products are formed to support suitable rules that should give access for smooth communication then all the enhancements that is discussed earlier in the health-care area can only be attained. The suggestion [9] about the use of IoT sensors must fulfill the requirements of open procedures and at the similar spell the provider of device make it sure that all data must be integrated and safe throughout the time of transmission. Many of the smart city equipment’s only use patented results that can only understandable by the providers but unluckily this wasn’t the solution [10]. This issue was this that this condition usually generates needless points of information by translating incomplete or limited integrated assessments on the dynamics of urban empire. On the dynamics of Urban Empire, this condition usually generates needless points of information by translating limited integrated assessments. City Managers can’t successfully take decisions to contain outbreaks and sufficiently act without cooperating the societal integrity of their city because of the limited information on growing drifts. This article will explore the significance of finding the standards of transmission between smart city/urban system and how urban ease can be attained more.

2. Literature review

2.1. On the predictions of urban/metropolitan health statistics

An extensive growth in the collection of data is seen in different areas like Sports, fitness sectors, showbiz, environmental, transportation and many others with the passage of time and with the help of massive deployment of IOT hardware [11]. Taking this in consideration it is sure that before the end of year 2020 near about 2 thousand 3 hundred and fourteen Exa-Bytes of data will be produced world-wide from the health zone [12]. A recognition by the Stanford Drug that this increment has observed a comparative increase, particularly in the field of medical, because of the growth in sources of data that aren’t restricted to clinical records [12]. Or maybe, the expansion is being supported by drawing upon a heap and expanding number of IoT brilliant gadgets, that are anticipated to exponentially build the worldwide medicinal services market to an estimation of more than USD $543.3 billion by 2025 [13]. Though, it is understood that there is a prospective for the data arcade, problems like safety of data and distribution, information secrecy and compulsory requirements of health-care monitoring and management are critical among others. If we look at the existing cases of COVID-19 outbursts then this must be controlled with pure attention to avoid risking struggles that are by now in place to fight the disease. On First, in the meantime these cut across various nations, which are a piece of the worldwide network and have their exceptional laws and guidelines about problems referenced above, it is vital to watch them according to the direct of their source nation’s laws and guidelines; henceforth, underlining the significance of progressing in the direction of not just the advancing of information through its use yet in addition the requirement for institutionalized and all around concurred conventions.

From a minor group of users/manipulators, there’re blames building for the collection of data, supervision and ease of access and storage of data because of the importance of such data in advancing throughput, competency and developments in various sectors is highly praised. The last especially incorporates select ICT organizations that are additionally situated in explicit topographies [6] [14 - 17]. In 21st Era, all the above blames are justified because big data is realized as new Gold-Rush and restricting its access means increase of influence, higher financial revenues and control at different points to those who handles the data. In the conventional and commercial supremacy empires, these benefits with Big Data are visibly manipulating geo-political situations and there’s a bigger race between authoritative economies to make it sure that they’ve the extreme control of Big Data. As a valid example is the measure of ‘push and pull’ that has emerged from Huawei’s 5G web arranged rollout [18]. Many countries like the United States and some European countries that are the main supporters and performers in world-wide governmental, financial and health department are not in a favor of this rollout, disagreeing that it’s a misleading method of collection confidential information under the excuse of surveillance because the final service offers extra ordinary methods to surge internet speed and hereby effect the controlling of Big Data. It becomes prominent after this that the problem of controlling and managing data by some of the particular companies with their rules of patriotism and that these work for their individual comfort as well as to facilitate the zones they are registered in. Most companies that are having large volume of data are situated in big countries that have the impact in terms of governmentally, health-wise and financially, thus geo-political problems are predicted on the technical aspect [15] [19] [20]. It’s estimated that these states shall carry-on their work in the direction of their major idea as soon as possible because these economies are believed award-wining tokens on international platform. Similar methodology is used in the health area to support where serious or critical data can’t be shared easily between different economies as it can be beneficial for others in competition economies, although various economies definitely cherish the maximum use of benefits from this type of data gathering.

2.2. An advanced survey of the COVID-19 occurrence

While discussing the social issues associated to nationalism there’re other challenges that are included in the increase movement of persons world-wide that is being improved by reduced expenses and higher speed. But when it approaches to public health then these challenges are particularly more highlighted because the data gathered for health related issues is not only based on those who travels but also consists on local citizens. When talking about the improvement of a nation’s health position, it gets principal to get information from different locals requiring unrestricted sharing of this information. In circumstances as the case of COVID-19 outbreak bullying the world-wide health atmosphere, sharing of such data is highlighted. In Wuhan (China), this virus was firstly reported and in nearly 3 weeks 300+ cases were deep-rooted and after a few days, the total number of cases reported was 2014. Out of 2014 cases there were 684 confirmed cases and 29 cases were reported outside Wuhan (China). On 26th of Jan, 2020 the death toll reached at 56 [21]. Countries including Japan, Vietnam, Taiwan, France, Singapore, South Korea and Japan has hit by the virus [22]. Although major states are acknowledged to ready themselves for the possible outbreak according to above discussed case but their health plans and rules seems to be separate from one another. Developments regarding a treatment and world-wide accepted strategy can take much time without an international cooperative approach.
Due to the lack-ness of global collaboration, on 22\textsuperscript{nd} of Jan 2020 an emergency conference was held at Geneva by World Health Organization (WHO) to decide whether the outbreak of virus had grasped a level warranting global emergency fear. Protections measures adopted by China was appreciated by WHO, not like in 2002, when China caused delay and withhold the outbreak information for too long in addressing the epidemic [3]. This is the idea that’s discussed in this article that it is not essential to conduct such a top level conference to result in action if there was unified sharing and accessing of data between various cities and because of this unified sharing of data, decisions can be made easily and earlier. To knop these challenges some international countries are not well equipped, posed by this kind of outburst for less information on problems like protective actions to be taken, signs of the virus, and the treatment procedures that a diseased person can easily be treated through among other matters and thus this is the miserable part. It was quite admirable when there’s an appropriate response by the stake-holders in the regard to this outburst as related to preceding cases. Latter it includes “SARS” outbreak in the year 2002 and has taken an extensive time to detect and to deal with it [23]. Then in 2013, the outburst in West Africa named Ebola that also takes many months to detect and then the Zika Outburst addressed in 2014 before being effectively detected in 2015. If discussed about COVID-19, it only took 17 days to be acknowledged.

A rapid detection of COVID-19 was possible after the virus genetic order was firstly discovered because the data sharing was also fast and immediate and this information makes Chinese experts much more able to share the same informative material with WHO and accordingly helpful in enabling and identification the auctioning of protective actions in other parts of the world. As compared to old epidemiological tactics that required months to detect the outburst type, now there’re modern and up-to-date technical equipment that are allowed for the collection of data in real time environment [24]. In the same way, although all the significant data regarding virus has shared but there is some lack of important information [25] like the virus spreading from human to human and this is the major key to holding the disease as connections between humans from various parts of the world are still lively. To access a lot of data is also a challenge because the informative material is usually seen as sensitive for nationwide safety motives and for the economy as well.

### 2.3. The urban/metropolitan security and economy

Across the globe, there is a significant impact on local economies due to outbreak of any disease. Comparatively, in 2002 when SARS (severe Acute respiratory syndrome) (SARS) burst in China, it was approximated, there will be extra-ordinary negative effects provoke socially, economically, and health-wise, probably amounting between USD $12-18 billion of Asian regional economy losses only from tourism, travel and retail sales [26]. The losses occurred due to the Zika virus outburst, dispersed by the daytime active Aedes mosquitoes, are approximated in the affected areas between USD $7 and USD $18 billion as cost equator-belt economies [27]. In 2015, the approximated loss of USD $2.2 billion caused by the Ebola virus (or Ebola hemorrhagic fever (EHF)) in GDP in three West African economies (Liberia, Guinea and Sierra) alone [28]. In regard to the present contagion of coronavirus, even though it is too immediate to calculate or propose its effects over the world economy, it is going to be suspected that, it can cause the instance of other outbursts where the loss of billions of dollars caused. The endowments of this intensifying loss can be endorsed in huge increased growth in travel bans being executed by some countries and their international airports, particularly and especially confining the people from going to the infected areas in China and
increase within general non-Chinese transport movements. On this, observing that this virus outbreak came very nearly on the celebrations of lunar New Year Eve, and that it had been predicted that more than 400 million people were proposed to fly in various parts of the world and China to enjoy this mega event, lots of the people have to rescheduled their preferences as to flights. Accommodations and events of entertainment due to the cancellations by the service provider [29]. All those people who had booked their flights before may get the invested money back following the rules by Chinese Civil Aviation Administration, although, this step has earlier overwhelmed the share stock value of the Airline Companies of China [29].

The above impressions manifest that the problems occurred by the outbreaks of virus outstrip the urban safety and effects all over the other features of our urban fabric. That’s why, it turns into a preeminent to assure that the efforts taken to enclose a virus outstrips the agendas of nationalistic where information and data transferring is usually prohibited, to a most universal agenda where mankind and universal sequences are inspired. In order to capture more economic stability, better monitoring and arising health threats, it would be easier to transfer global health data across the universe using the above approach, so that assuring no interruptions of other sectors such as tourism and flying industries, surrounded by others. This has become possible by assuring the shared, and dedicated efforts to control the outbreak transmission and thus, movements of humans. This effort may remove uneasiness on flyers and may contains some positive aspects on the flying industries of tourism, which has been noticed to be occurring the huge economic loss after the occurrence of such outbreaks. This can be accomplished by assuring that data sharing protocols will be adjust to remove all the obstacles referring to information sharing. In this [30] hypothesize that such problems such as transparency, shortness of time for the sharing, approach and data quality, should be maintained so that the non-stop analyzing and computation can be seek.

2.4. Data distribution and normalization with the help of smart city system

In recent years the virus outbreak have revealed that, from the diversified places the data inclusive of data of health can be derived. Now a days, in Coronavirus (COVID-19) case outbreak, through monitoring and screening the data has been gathered from airports, by using smart sensing devices which are being installed in the premises of airports and also from personal workings in all the airports seaports. Such as, in the USA it has been noted that, at the 20 diverse airports monitoring is being occurred to figure out the feasible virus affected people seized for isolation at entry points. Verging on airports, [2], for more medical attention data and information about the virus positive patients is also being gathered from market places, restaurants like subways, health centers and bus terminals in Wuhan. Being in ascendancy specifically in China, and alternate regions of Asia where the confirmed cases of the COVID-19 have recorded. Using all these methods, alternate smart city sources of data contains the terminal tracking technology that are most of the time spotlighted in the concepts of Safe City, where, at entry point or exit, related data is gathered and investigated. [31] focal points that sensing devices connected in such suspected locations have much power to collect and transfer real-time data to digital framework inside the network, and the interconnections of devices inside the network makes them immensely much dedicated and powerful in showing updates of real-time over various issues. City areas are also famous for having various sensing devices for Urban Health, humans wears some of them. Although, all of them are not especially designed to record the present virus outbreak case, they are eligible to record other relative parameters such as blood pressure, heart-beat, temperature of body and many more variables that offer necessary insights when investigated. [32], recognize these sensing devices for their performance in changing the sector of health care specifically by permitting for Connected Health (CH) care, in which data gathered from these devices can be investigated and given out the observational information on the scenario of health in selected area. [33], moreover high points how appearing features like spatiotemporal mapping, management, remote monitoring and updated cloud computing efficiencies can radiate from such undertakes, rising towards the improved positive potential of urban management. While the facts demonstrate that fundamental wellbeing of medical data universally collected from common medical laboratories__an evidence that has also been declared in the current epidemic case__this written content prospects that how the data collected from urban perspective can take a part to medical field. The sentiment to reside in this composition on the urban dimension is positioned on the truth that the present epidemic (COVID-19) is spreaded hugely from person-to-person contact, and in many cases, specifically where the spread is recorded in diverse countries, the initial point of contact is on a health care provider, and is within a hospital. This signifies that data on these medicalized persons is required to be used in such areas of the world, where large number of people travel using transport services, such as subway stations and airports. In various cases, these facilities, which are generally situated in urban territories, are noticed to have many supervision technologies installed to assure that if someone has demonstrating any symptoms of this viral disease are recognized and isolated. Although, even in comparable cases, as highlighted in current composition, the need for medical data is highlighted to assure that the use of present technologies installed across various geographies doesn’t crack security requirements and data privacy. In this case, narrative technologies such as quantum cryptography and Block-Chain can assist in the consideration and be contrived to combine with data gathering technologies. This would result in the rapid growth of data from both the operators of Smart City and medical field, while it assures the privacy and security, however, assisting in giving out the relative information for improved informed decisions. Although, in spite of the unquestionable jobs that introduced gadgets play in giving relative health information, their data interchange functionality specifically in positively resist outbreak and mishaps in safer, standardized and quicker way, such that when the solution is discovered, the outcomes can be simulated in multiple parts of the universe. With a cooperative protocol of data sharing, it can be possible to have huge dataset resulting in enhanced processing capabilities especially with technologies that are energized by tools of Artificial intelligence (AI). Over this way, as recognized by [35] [36], it is conceivable to encourage early identification, accomplish better determination and provide improved city management decisions for enhanced potential for virus supervision.
It is conceivable to encourage that the sharing of data and cooperation can be more beneficial during the Ebola outburst 2014 in West Africa where scientists, clinicians and health-workers in between other stakeholders from all over the world, combined worked openly and become able to enclose the outburst of this generic [37]. On this front [38] highlighted that standards of transparency and trust required to be rechecked and increased to encourage loose data sharing and generation. Such could prompt a considerably prior discovery of virus outbreaks future scenario and in enhanced healthful management of the same, beyond minimal compromise on city operations and on an Urban monetary. Moreover, in emergency cases such as present outburst of COVID-19 and some other emergency, the requirement for insights of constant practices and global healthcare instructions are preeminent. This would assure that general populace and healthcare professionals both are acknowledged, guarded and survive inside the suggested protocols. As recognized by WHO [39], the healthcare instructions and constant practices are used to also assure that the risk of health in practice is decreased together with its outcomes. In the present condition the technological enhancement, like instructions, and regulations are preeminent as they have power to bring to negative and positive outcomes. The level of this paper is to enhance that it makes it possible now to combine the technical enhancements, like instructions, and regulations are preeminent as they have power to bring to negative and positive outcomes.

3. Conclusion

Day by Day as the world grows in its adoption of the smart city technical tools and its associated ideas, these tools must be ready or prepared to ensure the thematic of urban health and that livability scopes are provided satisfactorily. In this regard, it is said that lack ness of regulations between the providers of smart city technology is heading towards a communication gap among the data forums and cities. In the situation of Corona virus outbursts this is resulting in a non-creative system because initial findings and administration of the same can become more and more reliant on the technical standards of_regulations between the providers of smart city technology is heading towards a communication gap among the data forums and cities. In the situation of Corona virus outbursts this is resulting in a non-creative system because initial findings and administration of the same can become more and more reliant on the technical standards of the smart cities. This article hereby emphasizes on the vital needs to work towards the normalization of rules and regulations for the communication of advanced smart city and the requirement to more democratize the technical scope of smart city to promote transparency and fairness among stake-holders by delivering best suitable assistance in the tragic situation.
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